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In the previous paper,n we have proposed the phenomenological model to treat the associated production in n:--P collision by taking into account the known resonant states. Using the <:arne method, we have analysed here the n:--P elastic scattering process in the Bev region. There is a remarkable experimental feature in n:--P elastic angular distribution in the energy range 600-----1000 Mev, 2 l that is, the forward diffraction peak and backward bump. The present paper is an investigation into whether it is possible to explain the abovementioned feature at 900 Mev by taking account of 2nd and 3rd n:-Nucleon resonances and rec::-ntly established n:-n: (T=J =1) resonant state.
S-matrix element for n:-+P-n:-+P process is given by
where we use tl:.e same notations as Bowcock and others.3l
As previously done,n it is assumed that A and B can be written by Figs. 1 and 2 .
From the above analysis we can obtain the following conclusions: 1. A rather small coupling constant is necessary to obtain reasonable order of magnitude of cross section.
Backward bump in angular distribution
is reproduced in our model. 3. In diffraction peak, nonresonant amplitudes play an essential role because the peak disappears without them. 4. Polarization of recoil nucleon is large and positive**l (P.--....50%). In contrast with the associated production process, large polarization is obtained in elastic scattering. This is due to the fact that in the latter process, the t-channel (n-n resonance) contribution is relatively large so that the strong angular dependence caused by higher angular momentum states in s-.channel is weakened.
Small coupling constant may suggest that in our procedures the higher order effects are not fully taken into account. And these situations might be improved by taking into account the subtractions in our dispersion relation (2).
As far as da I dJJ and a are concerned, aside from the small coupling constant, our model seems to give the consistent and unified phenomenological description of both associated production and elastic scattering processes. 
